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ABSTRACT 
Let E be a Dedekind cr-complete Banach lattice, let Ea denote the order continuous part of E, and 
suppose that Ea is order dense in E. If E contains a lattice copy of £cc (equivalently, E ¢ Ea) then 
E/Ea contains a lattice copy of g~/co, and hence a lattice-isometric copy of g~. This is one of the 
consequences of more general results presented in this paper. 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1980 Bourgain proved that he space got~co cannot be renormed to be rotund [3], 
and in 1981 Partington strengthened this result by proving that every Banach space 
isomorphic to gcc/co contains an isometric opy ofg~ [10, Theorem 1]. Moreover, 
the Partington's theorem, formulated in terms of disjoint sequences, has also the 
following lattice version: 
(P) Every Banach lattice which & lattice-isomorphic to ~/co  contains a lattice- 
isometric opy of gcc 
(see the last section below). The present article was inspired by the result of Granero 
and Hudzik (1996) that he quotient Orlicz space ge/he contains alattice-isometric 
copy of g~/co and hence, by the result of Bourgain, it cannot be renormed to 
be rotund ([4, Proposition 5.1]; the exact notations regarding Orlicz spaces are 
given in the next section). The purpose of this note is to show that the above 
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phenomenon occurs for Banach function lattices rather often. Our Theorems 1 
and 2 complement the results obtained by Lozanovsky [8] and Wnuk [12] on the 
structure of the quotient Banach lattice E/Ea, where Ea is the order continuous 
part of E (e.g., that E/Ea contains large families of pairwise disjoint elements; 
see [ 12, Theorem 4]). Moreover, the theorems strengthen partially the recent result 
of the present author that E/Ea contains a lattice copy of g~ provided that E is 
Dedekind complete with E ~ Ea (see [13, Corollary 1.a]; [14, Corollary 1.3 and 
p. 3006]): in this case E/Ea contains a lattice copy of g~/co and hence, by (P) 
above, a lattice-isometric copy of gee whenever Ea is order dense in E (Theorem 1, 
cf. Corollary 3). From our theorems it also follows there exist many non-Dedekind 
complete Banach lattices (here, of the form E/E~; see [12, Theorem 8]) containing 
lattice-isometric copies of goc; it complements Hudzik's results in this direction [5], 
where Dedekind completeness plays an important role. 
For the basic notions and results regarding Banach lattices we refer the reader 
to the monographs [2] and [9]. For the convenience of the reader we recall some 
definitions. 
The term "[lattice] copy" means "[both lattice and] topological copy", and 
"lattice-isometric copy" means "both lattice and isometric copy". The lattice E 
is called Dedekind oe-complete, where o~ is an infinite cardinal number, if every 
subset V of E with card(V) ~< ee and bounded from above has a supremum in E; 
if o~ = N0 then this notion coincides with the notion of Dedekind o--completeness, 
and E is Dedekind complete provided that it is Dedekind or-complete for every oe 
(cf. [1]). If E = (E, [III) is a Banach lattice, then Ea denotes the largest ideal 
in E such that the norm restricted to Ea is order continuous: Ea = {x c E: Ixl >~ 
Xs $ 0 implies [[Xs[[ --~ 0}; for example, if F is an infinite set and E = £oo(F), 
then Ea = c0(F). The lattice Ea is norm-closed in E, it does not contain any 
lattice copy of g~, and it is Dedekind complete (see, e.g., [9, Proposition 2.4.10, 
Corollary 2.4.3]). E is said to have order continuous norm provided that E = E~. 
If M is an ideal of E, then Q denotes the natural quotient mapping from E onto 
the lattice E/M; this mapping is a lattice homomorphism, i.e., IQ(x)[ = Q([x[) 
for all x c E. For the particular case E = g~(V) and M = c0(I') we write q 
instead of Q. We say that a sublattice G of E is order dense in E if for any 
0 < x 6 E there exists y e G such that 0 < y ~< x. The ideal M is order dense 
in E if and only if M dd = E, where M d denotes the disjoint complement of M 
in E: Mct = {x c E: Ix] /x [m[ =0 for all m ~ M}. The lattice E is said to have 
the Fatou property if for every increasing net (X i ) ie  I in E + with x = supiE/X i it 
follows that Ilx II = sup/E/Hxi II; the examples are furnished by dual Banach lattices 
[9, Proposition 2.4.19] and Orlicz spaces [12, p. 144] among others. 
THE RESULTS 
All Banach lattices considered in this paper are real. 
To shorten the text we say that a lattice copy H o fg~(F)  in a Banach lattice E is 
normal if Ha C Ea ; in this case we also have H A Ea = Ha. (Let us notice that Ha is 
an ideal of H and its elements are determined by the order convergence in H and not 
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in E, in general.) Since for every lattice-topological isomorphism R :£~(F) --~ E 
we have (R(£ec(F)))a = R(c0(F)), the notion of normality is independent on the 
choice of R. 
We start with a result which indicates the way of obtaining both lattice and lattice- 
isometric opies ofg~(F) /co(F)  in E/Ea. 
Proposition 1. Let E be a Banach lattice containing a normal copy H of  e~(F),  
and let T be a lattice-topological isomorphism from £ec(F) onto H (hence 
T(co(F)) C Ea). Then the linear operator J :£~(F)/co(F) --+ E/Ea of  the form 
J(q(x)) = Q(Tx) is well defined, it is a lattice isomorphism, and we have [[JII ~< 
Ilrl[ and IIJ-1ll ~< IIT-1II. 
From Proposition 1, the fact that gc~/co has no equivalent smooth norm [7, 
p. 536], and the quoted in the Introduction result of Partington (P) we obtain (cf. [4, 
Corollary 5.2]): 
Corollary 1. I f  a Banach lattice E contains a lattice (lattice-isometric, respec- 
tively) normal copy of£ec(F), then E /  Ea contains lattice (lattice-isometric, re- 
spectively) copies of  £c~( A ) / co( A ), where A is an arbitrary infinite subset of  F, 
and hence a lattice-isometric copy of  £~. Consequently, E / Ea cannot be renormed 
to be rotund or smooth. 
Corollary 1 applies for E = £~(F), where F is an uncountable set: 
Corollary 2. Let F be an uncountable set. Then, for every infinite subset A of  F 
the Banach lattice £oo(F)/c0(F) contains a lattice-isometric copy of  g~(  A ) /co( A ). 
The two theorems below are the main results of this paper. Here we consider only 
the case that Ea ~a = E which is satisfied by many of the classical Banach function 
spaces. Moreover, if Ea is not order dense in E, then we can apply our results to the 
quotient lattice Ead/E provided that da  I a E a ~ E a (see Remark 1 below). 
Theorem 1. Let F be an infinite set, and let E be a Dedekind a-complete Banach 
lattice, where a = card(F), with Ea order dense in E. Assume also that ~ is a 
successor cardinal, or et = 1%, or ot = ce~O. 
I f  E contains a lattice copy of £~(F), then E/Ea contains a lattice copy of  
£oc(P)/co(F). Consequently, E/Ea contains a lattice-isometric copy of  £~, and 
hence it cannot be renormed to be rotund or smooth. 
It is well known that if E is Dedekind a-complete, then the norm of E is not 
order continuous (i.e., E ¢ Ea) iff E contains a lattice copy (equivalently, a copy) 
o f£~ (see [2, Theorem 14.9]). Moreover, if E is Dedekind complete, we have the 
decomposition E = Ea ~ (9 Ea dd (lattice-topological direct sum; see [2, Theorems 3.8 
and 12.3]), and hence E/Ea is lattice isomorphic to Eda • (Edd/Ea). Thus, from 
Theorem 1 we obtain 
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Corollary 3. Let E be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice with Eda d 7~ Ea 
(equivalently, the norm on E~ ~t is not order continuous). Then E / Ea contains a 
lattice copy of g~/co (and hence, a lattice-isometric copy of g~). Moreover, the 
conclusion of Corollary 1 holds true. 
In particular, the above result applies to Orlicz and Musielak-Orlicz spaces, 
Lorentz-Orlicz spaces, and Calderdn-Lozanovsky spaces, endowed with arbitrary 
lattice norms, whenever they are not order continuous ([5, p. 526] and the refer- 
ences therein) because their order continuous parts are order dense in the spaces, 
except he case of L~(/z)-spaces with/x atomless (see Remark 1 below), where 
(Lcc(IZ))a = {0} (this follows, e.g., from [12, Theorem 12]). However, Orlicz spaces 
endowed with the Luxemburg norm possess amuch better property (Corollary 6). 
Remark 1. If  E is Dedekind complete, then the assumption in Corollary 3 that 
Eda d # Ea may not be omitted, that is, if Eda d = Ea (in this case Ea is a projection 
band in E) then E/Ea may not contain any of the copy of £~/co. This is the 
case for E = L~[0, 1], where Ea = {0}: the space got~co contains a copy of co(F) 
with card(F) = 2 ~o (cf. [12, Theorem 4]), and E is a dual space; if c0(r) were 
contained isomorphically in E then, by [11, Corollary 1.2], E would contain a 
copy of £~(F) which is impossible because dim E = 2 s0 < card2 r = dimg~(F), 
and this proves that E contains no copy of £~/co. A similar conclusion, based 
on the above example, can be obtained for the Banach lattice E = co x L~[0, 1] 
dd (coordinatewise ordering and II(x, Y)II = [Ixllc0 + [[YIIL1), where Ea = co = E a . 
In the next corollary it is assumed that J is a norm-closed i eal of Ea with J # 
jda. The above first condition and the order denseness of J in J~a easily imply that 
(Jdd)a = J. Moreover, jad is a projection band of E provided that E is Dedekind 
complete and hence, with the notations of Remark 1, we have E/ J  = jd ~ ( jdd / j ) ,  
and from Corollary 3 we obtain 
Corollary 4. Let E be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice and let J be a norm- 
closed ideal of Ea with J ~ jdd. Then E / J contains a lattice copy of g~/co. 
In the corollary below we consider a particular case of Corollary 4. If the norm 
on E is order continuous then E, considered as a sublattice of E**, is an order ideal 
of E** [2, Theorem 12.9], and E is not a (projection) band of E** if and only if 
E contains a copy of co [2, Theorem 14.12]. Thus, replacing in Corollary 4 the 
spaces J and E, respectively, by E and E**, respectively, we get 
Corollary 5. Let E be a Banach lattice with order continuous norm. l f  E contains 
a copy of co then E**/E contains a lattice copy of£c~/co. 
It is easily seen that the assumption in the above corollary concerning the 
containment of a copy of co is essential: the examples are furnished by E = gp 
with 1 ~< p < oc. 
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The next theorem deals with copies of £~(F)/co(F) in E/Ea for the case E 
has the Fatou property. For the purpose of this theorem we say that E contains 
lattice-almost isometric opies of a Banach lattice G if for every e > 0 there is a 
lattice-topological isomorphism Se : G --+ E with II S~ II II as -1 II ~< 1 + e. 
Theorem 2. Let F be an infinite set, and let E be a Dedekind o~-complete Banach 
lattice, where o~ = card(F), with Ea order dense in E. Assume also that E has the 
Fatou property. 
(a) l f  E contains a lattice copy of £~(F), then E/Ea contains a lattice copy of 
e~(r)/co(V). 
(b) I f  E contains a lattice-isometric copy of g~c, then E/Ea contains a lattice- 
isometric opy of e~/co. 
(c) l f  E contains a lattice-isometric copy of g~ (F) for  F uncountable, then E / Ea 
contains lattice-almost isometric opies of g~ (F)/co (F). 
Consequently, in all the above cases E / Ea contains a lattice-isometric copy of g~, 
and hence it cannot be renormed to be rotund or smooth. 
Now we shall apply our Theorem 2 for Orlicz spaces, which form a nontrivial 
sample class of Banach lattices with the Fatou property; similar results one can ob- 
tain for Musielak-Orlicz spaces, Lorentz-Orlicz spaces, and Calder6n-Lozanovsky 
spaces (see [5, p. 526]). Let (f2, E,/z) be a or-finite measure space, and let L0(/Z) 
denote the linear lattice of all (classes of real)/z-measurable functions on f2. A func- 
tion q) : [0, ec) ~ [0, ec) is called an Orlicz function if it is convex, continuous, with 
q)(0) = 0 and q9 7~ 0. The function q~ determines a functional M e : Lo(/z) --+ [0, e~] 
defined by the rule Me(f )  = f~ q)([f(co)]) d/z(co). The subspace 
Le(/z) = {f  • L0(/z): Me(rf) < oc for some r > 0} 
of Lo(/Z) is called an Orlicz space. It is a Dedekind complete Banach lattice with 
respect to the so called Luxemburg norm [[/ll~ -- inf{t > 0: Me(f / t )  <<, 1}, and its 
order continuous part (Le(/Z)) a equals 
Ee(/Z) = {f  E Lo(/z): M¢(rf) < ec for all r > 0} 
(see [12, p. 145]). If (f2, E) ---= (N, 2 TM) and the measure/z is counting, then we write 
~ and h~ instead of Le(/Z) and E~(/z), respectively. It is known that if L~(/Z) 
E e (/Z) (this is the case if q9 does not fulfill the so called A2-condition), then L~ (/z) 
contains a lattice-isometric copy of£oc (see [5, p. 526]). Moreover, since we assume 
that q) takes only finite values, from [12, Theorem 9] we get that (Le(/z))a is order 
dense in L e (/Z). Now, from Theorem 2 we can immediately obtain a generalization 
of the result of Granero and Hudzik quoted in the Introduction. 
Corollary 6. Let ~o be a finite Orlicz function. I f  L~(/Z) ~ E~(/Z), then the 
quotient Banach lattice L~(#)/ E~(/Z) contains a lattice-isometric copy orGy/co; 
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consequently, Lv (Iz) / E¢ (Iz) contains a lattice-isometric copy of g~, and it cannot 
be renormed to be rotund or smooth. 
THE PROOFS 
We start with a proof of the lattice version (P) of Partington's theorem. 
Proof of (P). The Partington's original result [10, Theorem 1] asserts that for the 
real Banach space ~ and every norm III III on  ~/co, equivalent to the usual 
(quotient) norm, there exists a sequence u 1, u2 . . . . .  of disjointly supported elements 
of  Coo such that for every (an) ~ gc~ we have 
q an un = sup l an I, 
n/>l 
where )-]~_] anun denotes the pointwise formal sum in e~. Thus, the operator 
S : ~o~ ~ (g~/co, [[I Ill) ofthe form S((an) oo = q(~n=~ anun) is an isometry. 
Now let ill III be an equivalent lattice norm on go~/co, let u~ denote the nth element 
in Partington's theorem obtained for this norm, and let S be the isometry defined as 
above. Since the elements wp~ := lu,z l, n = 1, 2 . . . .  , are pairwise disjoint and q is a 
lattice homomorphism, for every (a,) e e~ we have 
(1) 
(n~__] )  ( ~ ' ~ )  q(~-~ ) "  
=q anUn =q ranlwn = anwn 
n=l  n=l  
Notice that now the pointwise formal sum ~n~_l anWn in ~ equals 
m m 
sup ~--~a+wn - sup ~;~a-wn = supa+wn - supa;wn 
rn/>l ~=1 m~l  nZ~=l n n/>l n/>l 
(cf. Lemma 1 below). From (1) it immediately follows that the operator S : (~ -+ 
oo a (g~/co, [11 III) of the form S((an)) = q(~n=l nwn) is well defined, it is a lattice 
isomorphism and an isometry, because IIISx m = lllsx III for every x E ~oo. [] 
We shall apply several times the following simple fact (see [9, Lemma 2.3.10]): 
Lemma 1. I f  a Banach lattice G is Dedela'nd or-complete and (Va)aeA is a 
pairwise disjoint and dominated from above subset of G + with infa~a [I Va [I > 0 and 
card(A) = o~, then 
W(va: aeA):= Isup~+va-sup~aVa: (~a) eel(A)} 
taCA a~A 
is a lattice copy of eel(A) in G. 
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In what follows, the symbol ey (e,, respectively) denotes the yth (nth, respec- 
tively) unit vector of  e~(P)  (~,  respectively), and if B c F then eB denotes the 
element sup×~B e×. 
The proof of  Proposition 1 depends on the following version of  [ 14, Lemma 2.1]; 
for the convenience of  the reader we give a short proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 2. Let A be a set with card(A) = a >~ No, and let M be a Dedekind 
a-complete and norm-closed ideal of  a normed lattice E. I f  M contains no lattice 
copy of  goo(A), then for every set {ua: a ~ A} of  pairwise disjoint elements o f f  + 
dominated from above by an element u ~ E + we have infaeA Ilu~ II ~< II Qu LIE/M. 
Proof.  Assuming the conclusion is false, we obtain a set {Ua: a c A} ofpairwise 
disjoint elements of  E + \ {0} with card(A) = a >/N0 and Ua <~ u for some u E E +, 
and an element v ~ M + \ {0} such that the number c := infa~zlluall - Ilu - vii is 
positive. Since M is an ideal, it contains every element Va := v/~ Ua, where a c A. 
All these elements are pairwise disjoint and fulfill inequalities II Va II /> c and va <~ v. 
By Lemma 1, M contains a lattice copy ofeoo(A), a contradiction. [] 
Proof of Proposition 1. Since D := T(go~(F)) is a normal copy of  goo(F)), the 
mapping J :go~(F)/c0(F) --+ E/Ea of the form J(q(x)) = Q(Tx) is well defined 
and it is a lattice homomorphism. Now let x = (~r) be a fixed positive element of  
g~(F) .  For every B C F we put xB = sup×e B ~×e r • It is easy to check that 
(2) IIq(x)ll = inf{llxBll: F \ B is finite}. 
For all B C r with F \ B finite we have [I J(q (x))II = II Q(TxB)II ~ [I T II IlXB II- Since 
J and q are lattice homomorphisms, the latter inequality applied to arbitrary x 
e~ (F) gives I1J (q (x))II <~ II T II hi Ix lB II, and hence, by (2), we obtain II J 11 ~< II T II. 
On the other hand, for every x = (~y) ~ eoo(F) there exists a pairwise distinct 
sequence (~×,) such that I~ynl --+ IIq(x)ll as n ~ ~.  Let (Dj)7= 1 be a partition of  
the set {yn: n c N} with all Dj's infinite. Then the elements TIxloj,  j = 1, 2 . . . . .  
are pairwise disjoint and dominated from above by T Ix l. From Lemma 2 we obtain 
i]j(q(~))l [/> 1 in f (  sup ]~×~l) >~ 1 
IIT-~II j~>l',y~Dj ~ I[q(~)ll; 
hence IIJ-111 ~IIT- I[ I .  [] 
P roof  of Theorem 1. Let a = N0, and let T : Coo --+ E be a lattice isomorphism. 
Since TeN ~ E + \ Ea, by [12, Lemma 3] there is a sequence (yn) c E + ofpairwise 
disjoint elements with Yn <% TeN and infn>~l [lYn II > 0. By Lemma 1, E contains a 
normal copy of£o~, and hence we can apply Corollary 1. 
Let a > No. Consider the elements xy corresponding to ey, y E F. Since E a is 
order dense in E, for every y ~ F there is y× ~ E + with 0 # yy ~< x×. For the sets 
Fn := {g C F: Ilyy II >/1/n} we have Fn C Fn+l, n . . . .  1, 2, , and F = [.-Jn=l°~ F~. 
The hypothesis on the cardinal a implies that a cannot be represented as the sum 
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of an infinite strictly increasing sequence of cardinal numbers [6, Corollary V.8.3], 
and hence card(l?,o) = ol for some no. By Lemrna 1, W(y×: ?/~ I',o) is a normal 
copy ofg~(F)  in E; now we apply Corollary 1 again. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We include only a proof for the cases (b) and (c); the case (a) 
can be proved in a similar way. 
Let T : ~ (F) -+ E be a lattice isometry, and put xy : Te×, y c F. Fix e 6 (0, 1), 
and let f : l? ~ (0, e] be an arbitrary function with infect f0 / )  = 0. Since Ea is 
order dense in E and E has the Fatou property, for every 7/~ F there is y~ 6 E + 
with Yv ~< x~, and [lYy [I/> 1 - f (v )  ~> 1 - e. Let Tf : gc~(1-') ~ E denote the lattice- 
topological isomorphism of the form Ty (x) .=" supyer ~y+y× - sup ~-YT, where x ----- 
(~y) ~ £~(F). The range of Tf equals W(y~,: ?, ~ F) (see Lemma 1) and it is a 
normal copy of g~(F) in E, and hence Proposition 1 implies that the operator 
J f  :g~(F)/co(F) ~ E/Ea of the form Jf(q(x)) --- Q(Tux) is well defined and it 
is a lattice isomorphism. Moreover, IIJf(q(x))ll <~ IITfXB II <~ IITx~ II = IIx8 II for all 
B C F with !7 \ B finite, whence IIJf 11 <~ 1. 
We claim that for o~ = t% (case (b)) there exists f such that J f  is an isometry 
(here, equivalently, II j)-i 11 ~< 1), and II j)-i II ~< 1/(1 -e )  for F uncountable (case (c)), 
which will finish the proof, To this end, fix x = (~) ~ g~(V), and let (l~y,,I) be a 
sequence with lim,--~a~ [~v,I = IIq(x)ll. By Lemma 2, for the sequence (XDj) of 
pairwise disjoint elements of g~(F) defined as in the proof of Proposition 1 we 
have 
llJf(q(x))ll >t inf IlTfXDj]] >>1 inf(  sup (1 -  f(vn))]~y,,[) 
j~ l  j~/l kynED j 
>~ IIq(x)l[(1- sup( inf f(Fn))) .  
j>/I ', Vn~Dj 
Now we see that if a = N0, then we may take F = N and consider f :N  
(0, el of the form f(n) = e/n, which for every (infinite) subset Dj of N gives 
infy,~Dj f(y~) = 0, independently on the choice of x. Hence, the last inequality 
takes the form ILJf(q(x))tl >i [[q(x)[I, i.e., J f  is an isometry indeed. In the case 
> No (where f is still assumed to be arbitrary), the value inf×,cDj f (y , )  may 
depend on the form of x, but it does not exceed e; hence the value IIJf(q(x))ll 
is bounded from below by (1 - e)llq(x)[I. Consequently, IIJftll ~< 1/(I - e), as 
claimed. 
The last part of Theorem 2 follows from Corollary 1. [] 
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